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1. Introduction. Hedges such as loosely speaking and sorta indicate a mismatch between what is
said and what is actually meant. As demonstrated by the example in (1), sorta is often used when
a speaker doesn’t know a more appropriate word or phrase at the time of utterance (Anderson
2014).
(1)

I was running on concrete and accidentally sorta kicked the ground – that is to say, I didn’t
really kick the ground, but it was like kicking the ground. (Anderson 2014:02, ex.2)

In this study, we investigated the readings that arise from sorta-hedging. We present results
indicating the possibility of hedging objects, verbs, and whole sentences, and we show that verb
type, definiteness of the object, and stress on sorta all influence the availability of an object hedge
reading.
2. Background. The hedge sorta modifies verb phrases and acts as an approximative. A natural
paraphrase of sentences like (1) expresses that “sorta verb” is similar to but not “verb” in some
respect (Anderson 2014). We will refer to this interpretation as the verb hedge reading, as it is the
meaning of the verb that is approximated by sorta. According to Anderson (2014), certain verbs,
namely intensional transitive verbs (ITV) and verbs of creation, additionally allow an ‘object
hedge’ reading, where sorta hedges the direct object (see examples (2) and (3) from Anderson
2014). That the availability of the object hedge reading is restricted to certain classes of verbs is
evidenced by the contrast between (2)-(3) and (4).
(2)

I’m sorta looking for a horse.
a. I’m only half-heartedly looking for a horse.
b. I’m looking for something like a horse.

(3)

The carpenter sorta built a barn.
Creation verb
a. The carpenter did something that was like building a barn (e.g., putting together a
prefabricated structure).
(Verb hedge)
b. The carpenter built something like a barn (e.g., a shed).
(Object hedge)

(4)

The soccer player sorta kicked a ball.
a. The soccer player did something that was like kicking to a ball.
(Verb hedge)
b. *The soccer player kicked something that was like a ball. (Object hedge unavailable)

Intensional transitive verb
(Verb hedge)
(Object hedge)

Anderson also reports that only indefinite objects may be hedged. He proposes an analysis of
hedging using Morzycki’s (2011) alternative semantics implementation of Lasersohn’s (1999)
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pragmatic halos. In brief, sorta approximates via slack regulation. It reduces the degree of
precision with which an expression is interpreted by expanding the set of its possible referents
(i.e. its ‘resemblance alternatives’). A verb such as swim, for example, activates a set of
resemblance alternatives such as float and wade. Expressions are interpreted relative to a degree
of precision (through the prec operator) – the larger the degree of precision, the smaller the set of
resemblance alternatives; the smaller the degree of precision, the larger the set of alternatives.
Sorta serves to lower this degree of precision. For object hedging, sorta modifies the object
indirectly; through pointwise Hamblin functional application, the resemblance alternatives of the
object project. To explain the restriction of object hedging to itv/creation verbs, Anderson
suggests that these verbs take property-type arguments, and that the lexical semantics of such
verbs allows alternatives to project. To restrict hedging to indefinite objects, he treats the definite
determiner the as a choice function that yields only a single alternative.
3. Current study. We designed an experiment to collect judgments on the available readings for
sorta-hedging with three goals in mind. First, we aimed to collect systematic judgments that
would provide more robust evidence of the availability of the multiple readings, as well as test for
Anderson’s definiteness and verb type effects. Second, we set out to test for a third possible
reading that arises most naturally when sorta is deaccented (5); on this ‘whole sentence hedge’,
the speaker appears to distance herself from the assertion.
(5)

Jane sorta broke the vase.
(The speaker doesn’t want to fully admit what Jane did, perhaps because it will get Jane in
trouble.)
(Whole sentence hedge)

Finally, we aimed to investigate the role of stress on sorta in modulating access to the object
hedge reading.
4. Experiment. We used a 2x2x2 within-subject design with three factors: Verb type
(itv/creation vs. other), Definiteness (definite vs. indefinite), and Stress (stressed sorta
vs. unstressed sorta). We tested 25 adult native speakers of English using a web-based multiple
choice task. Before beginning the task, participants saw a set of instructions that included an
explanation of hedging, as well as examples of object, verb, and whole sentence hedging.
Instructions indicated that stressed “sorta” would appear in bold, large font (as in Fig. 1), while
unstressed “sorta” would appear in smaller font (sorta). On each trial, participants had to choose
the most likely hedge from among three options; these hedge options were presented in
randomized order. Each participant saw a randomized order of 24 trials, which crossed all factors
(verb type, definiteness, and stress).
5. Results. The results are presented in Figure 2. These results indicate the existence of the three
kinds of hedge readings. To test whether verb type, definiteness, and stress had a statistically
significant effect, we modeled the probability of selecting the object hedge option. The best fitting
model included Participant as a random effect, and main effects of Verb (itv/creation vs. other),
Definiteness (definite vs. indefinite), and Stress (stressed vs. unstressed). Participants were more
likely to choose the object hedge when the sentence contained an ITV or creation verb (β=-.37,
SE=.03, p<.001), when the object noun phrase was indefinite (β=-.53, SE=.03, p<.05), and when
sorta was stressed (β=-.37, SE=.03, p<.001). Finally, while Anderson (2014) predicts a Verb x
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Definiteness interaction (i.e. object hedging should only be possible with itv/creation verbs
taking indefinite objects), our results revealed no significant interactions.

Figure 1: An example trial.

Figure 2: Proportions of object, verb, and whole sentence hedge responses across conditions.
6. Discussion. Our findings provide novel evidence for the availability of three hedge readings of
sentences containing sorta. The results also suggest a role of verb type, definiteness, and stress, in
modulating access to the object hedge reading. While it is easier to access the object hedge
reading with itv/creation verbs and indefinite objects, however, the results show that it is
sometimes possible to access this reading with non-itv/creation verbs and definite objects. This
suggests that there is no strict grammatical constraint against hedging with non-itv/creation verbs
or definite objects. Instead, we speculate that what conditions the availability of object hedging is
very simply the plausibility of the hedged object reading; the plausibility of the reading in turn
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hinges on the semantics of the verb. In particular, creation verbs make the object hedge reading
very plausible, e.g., it is rather easy to imagine loosening the requirements on what counts as a
barn when the average person is building a barn. As for the facilitatory effect of stress on access
to the object hedge reading, we suggest that stress facilitates the activation of the object’s
resemblance alternatives, highlighting the approximative or ‘loosened’ sense of the object. This
may be similar to the observed effect of focusing any, which is claimed to widen the domain of
quantification such that individuals that would otherwise be considered exceptions count as part
of the domain (Kadmon & Landman 1993; Krifka 1995). In this case, stressed sorta triggers the
expansion of the set of resemblance alternatives to include less prototypical instantiations of the
object.
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